Picture 1: Login Page for e-Inspection tool (https://e-inspection.reach-cheree.gr/en/login)

❶
❷

❶ User e-mail: The official e-mail that is registered in the database is the only valid e-mail that has to be typed in order to login.
❷ Password: Please type or copy the password provided. The password is strictly personal and identifies the authorized inspector to access the platform. It is correlated
with the official e-mail inserted in the above box.

Picture 2: Dashboard, where the user may select various actions to perform (please see below). This page is shown after the successful login.
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❶ Selection for creating
a new file for a new
inspection.

❷ Selection for viewing the list of
inspections that are currently
performed (a file has already been
created and temporarily saved). All
Inspections therein can be edited
(see Pic. 9).

❸ Selection for reviewing
completed Inspections (history).
These Inspections cannot be edited
if they are in this list.

❻ Dashboard Selection
to return to the present
page whenever needed.

❼ Selection to the manual’s pdf.

❽ Selection to a new tab with a list
of useful links to ECHA’s webpages
to assist inspection (e.g. Registered
substances).

❹ Selection for confirming the
completion of an inspection. This list
presents those inspections where
user, as the “2nd Inspector”, has
received the inspection file for
reviewing from the 1st Inspector who
is responsible for inserting data and
answering the criteria (see Pic. 3a).
❾ Selection to a direct link to
ECHA’s webpage.

❺ Selection for viewing
inspected duty holders
throughout the platform.
This function shall assist to
avoid similar inspections to
be repeated in duty holders
(not functional yet).

Picture 3a: New Inspection’s information page: Information on the Inspectors involved (all fields are compulsory).
By selecting “Perform an Inspection”, a new Inspection initiates where the user must fill in a list of information details regarding the file name, the
personnel performing the inspection and the duty holder inspected. Thereof, the inspection can be retrieved with the selected “Inspection Name”. All
information is documented in the first page of the inspection’s report.

❶
❷
❸

❷ Insert the name of the 1st (main) Inspector and the Chemical
❸ Insert the name of the 2nd Inspector and the
Agency that belongs to, responsible for performing the Inspection*. Chemical Agency that belongs to that participates in the
In English, for the Chemical Agency please use “test” selection.
inspection**. In English, for the Chemical Agency please
use “test” selection
* Only the main Inspector is allowed to answer the criteria that follow and edit the inspection file in the e-tool.
**The 2nd Inspector has access only in the final report of the Inspection (as a pdf file) and is not allowed to edit the file. Any required corrections should be shared with the 1st
Inspector in order to be incorporated in the file.
❶ Insert the appropriate file name for filling
the Inspection.

Picture 3b: New Inspection’s information page:. Information of the duty holder inspected (all fields are compulsory).
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❶ This section refers to the
information needed regarding
the duty holder.
❺ Insert the business category
that the duty holder is affiliated
to.
❾ Select the appropriate
Sector Use for the duty holder
(specific list).

❷ Insert the official name of the
duty holder

❸ Insert the VAT number of the duty holder.

❹ Insert the official postal address of the duty
holder.

❻ Select the appropriate size of
company according to the official
definition (specific list): micro, small,
medium-sized, non-SME.
❿ Select the appropriate Region –
Prefecture where the duty holder is
located (please use the “test”
selection).

❼ Select the type of inspection (specific list):
scheduled, nonscheduled, follow-up, following
complaint, online, desktop.

❽ Select the appropriate NACE code that covers
the business of the duty holder (use “Find the right
codes for the duty holder” link to find the
appropriate official codes from EUROSTAT).
⓬ Click on “Update/Change Data” to move to the
next page and save the submitted information.

⓫ Insert the contact information (name, e-mail,
telephone) for the duty holder’s representative
authorized to contact the NEA during inspection
process.

Picture 4a: Substance(s), Mixture(s) and Article(s) insertion page: (a) Substance(s). In this page the inspector may complete the selected products that will be
inspected for compliance under the REACH Reg.
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❶ Registering Substance(s): by clicking the “+” button a list of
required information for the substance under inspection is presented.
You may add more substances by clicking on “+”.
❹ Insert the CAS or EC number of the substance

❷ Insert the official chemical name of
the substance.

❸ Insert the trade name of the substance.

❺ Select from the dropdown list the legal entity of the duty holder for the substance: Producer,
Manufacturer, Importer, Downstream User, Distributor and Only Representative.

Picture 4b: Substance(s), Mixture(s) and Article(s) insertion page: (b) Mixture(s) and their substance(s).
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❷

❸
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❶ Registering mixture(s): by clicking the “+” button
a list of required information for the mixture under
inspection is presented. User may add more mixtures
by clicking on “+”.

❷ Depending on the answer the inspection criteria for the whole mixture’s SDS
❸ Insert the mixture’s official
become available.
trade name.
YES: only the inserted substance(s) of the mixture are inspected
NO: in the next page of the e-tool, the inspection criteria for the mixture’s SDS
become available.
❹ Insert the use of the mixture.
❺ Select from the dropdown list the legal entity of the duty holder for the mixture: Producer, Manufacturer,
Importer, Downstream user, Distributor, Only Representative.
❻ If one or more substances of the mixture require inspection, by clicking the “New substance of mixture” button, one may fill the fields identical to Picture 4a.

Picture 4c: Substance(s), Mixture(s) and Article(s) insertion page: (c) Article(s) and their substance(s)/mixture(s).
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❸
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❶ Registering article(s): by clicking the “+” button a list of required information for the article under ❷ Insert the trade name of the ❸ Insert the use of the article
inspection is presented. User may add more articles by clicking on “+”.
article
❹ One may select a substance and or a mixture included in the article that is required to be inspected. The information is identical to those presented in Pictures 4a and 4b.
❺ When the submission of the products under inspection is concluded, click on “Update/Change Data” to save the information and move to the next page.

Picture 5: Basic Questions answering page. For each substance inserted in the previous page, a series of questions need to be answered in order for the tool to
define which Titles of REACH Reg. need to be inspected. The criteria are based on Article 2 of REACH Reg. that identifies the exemptions from the Regulation.

❷
❶

❸

❶ Click on the Substance for the criteria to be presented. If a
mixture or an article contains a substance for inspection then it will
be presented below the mixture/article that belongs to.

❷ Answer the basic questions for each
substance to proceed.

❸ Click the “Unlock Titles” button to move forward to

the automatically selected Titles, based on the
answers provided.

Picture 6a: Top left column of main page after the automated selection of the REACH Reg. Titles for the inserted products: List of inspected products and Titles
activated.

❶

❷

❶ The list of all inserted substances, mixtures and articles that will be inspected are presented on the top of the left column. Under each mixture or article the substances
that refer to those, are shown by clicking on the mixture or article. If the mixture should be inspected as a whole, then one should click on its name for the appropriate Titles
to open.
The Substance name is followed by the legal entity of the duty holder. In case that a substance needs to be inspected under different entities then it will be differentiated,
for the inspector’s convenience, by the legal entity category.
❷ By clicking on the inserted inspection product, the Titles of REACH Reg. that are required to be inspected are highlighted. Click on each Title to initiate the criteria list for
inspection. The Titles not highlighted are unavailable for the selected inspection.

Picture 6b: Bottom left column of the main page after the automated selection of the REACH Reg. Titles: Navigation tools and Saving selections.

❶

❷

❶ The Navigation list is shown by scrolling down the left column. It provides quick access to the previously filled pages: Duty holder Info, Substance(s), Basic
Questions, and uploaded Files. One may enter and edit previously filled information. Attention: Changes in the “Basic Questions” section may alter and/or delete
previously answered and saved criteria.
❷ Saving selections: Choose “Temporary save” for saving the file on “Current inspections” section (Dashboard). With the “Temporary save” one may stop and
continue at any given time. Choose “Complete inspection” for closing the inspection and saving the file in the “Records of inspections section” (Dashboard). The
latter is a file that cannot be further edited.

Picture 7: Select a Title to answer the relevant criteria. It is not necessary to finish each Title in order to proceed to the following. The inspector may answer the
Titles in any desired sequence.

❶
❷
❸

❶ The question (criterion) to be answered.
❷ Select the appropriate answer “YES” or “NO”. According to the answer the next question is presented below. By moving the cursor over the “YES/NO” buttons (hovering)
one may see, if necessary, a brief explanation text for each answer. When an answer is selected, the next question (criterion) opens below (The numbering of the questions is
irrelevant to their sequence).
❸ Below each question, there are 5 additional functions for helping and submitting further information, if needed (see Picture 8).

Picture 8a: Additional functions for helping and submitting further information, “Regulation reference”:
By clicking, the reference on the corresponding article(s) with the exact text(s) from REACH Reg. are displayed. The criterion to be answered, was
created upon that reference (note: in some cases due to the length of the reference, only the referenced article(s) are documented).

❶
❷

❸

❶ The Registration Reference button

❷ The actual referenced Articles and Paragraphs from
REACH Reg.

❸ The full text of the referenced article(s), unless too
long to be displayed.

Picture 8b: Additional functions for helping and submitting further information, “Guidance reference”:
By clicking, the reference on the corresponding ECHA Guideline document is noted in detail (note: the full text is not presented due to its length).

❶

❷

❶ The Guidance Reference button

❷ The actual title of the Guidance, version and chapter to refer to.

Picture 8c: Additional functions for helping and submitting further information, “Remarks/Actions”:
By clicking, a text box becomes available for the inspector to document relative remarks/actions for the criterion answered. Press “submit” to save the
entry below the question. One may re-edit it, by clicking on the text and re-save by clicking on “update”. Anything documented under
“Remarks/Actions” will be presented in the Full Report, below the question.

❶

❷
❸

❺
❹

❶ The Remarks/Actions button. When text
❷ Area to type.
inserted, it will be highlighted.
❹ Click on the saved remark/action to re-edit it. On the left one may see the user that
submitted the remark/action.

❸ Submit button to save the remark/action (It will also be shown in the Full
Report).
❺ Click update to save again if re-edited. If not selected, the updated
remark/action will not be saved.

Picture 8d: Additional functions for helping and submitting further information. “Comments”:
The Inspector may add any personal comments or notes in this section. It can be edited at any time similarly to “Remarks/Actions”. Comments will not
be presented in the Final Report.

❶

❷
❸

❹

❶ The Comments button. When text inserted, it ❷ Area to type.
will be highlighted.
❹ Click on the saved comment to re-edit it. On the left one may see the user that
submitted the comment.

❺

❸ Submit button to save the comment (It will not be shown in the Full Report).
❺ Click update to save again if re-edited. If not selected, the updated comment
will not be saved.

Picture 8e: Additional functions for helping and submitting further information. “Files”:
Selecting this function a box becomes available where the inspector may “drag & drop” any file(s) that considers relevant to the specific criterion and its
answer. The list of all files uploaded, for the current inspection, can be collectively viewed by clicking the “Manage File” button. Alternatively, one may
go to the “current inspections” section and click the “open file” in the “Files” column (see Picture 9).

❶
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❶ The Files button. Click to open the “new file”
box below it.
❹ Click on the filename to download it.

❷ One may “drag & drop” files or
click to open the upload window.

❸ Click the “Upload File” when finished with the files selected to be saved.
❺ Click the “Manage File” button for more selections (see Picture 10).

Picture 9: “Current Inspections” list: By clicking on “Temporary Save” the e-tool saves the current status of the inspection and returns to “Dashboard”. By selecting
“Current Inspections” button the whole list of the inspections currently editable (open) are presented with brief information (filename, inspectors emails, current
inspection status, date of inspection) and a series of functions at the inspector’s disposal.

❶

❷

❸ ❹ ❺

❶ Brief File information of open inspections: Inspection filename, emails of the authorized ❷ File Editing: Click to re-open the inspection and continue answering the
Inspectors and the current Inspection Status.
criteria.
❸ Action “Create Copy”: Inspector may create a new copy of any current inspection. The
❹ Report: Click to view the options available for extracting the report of the
new file name will be identical to the original with the extra extension “_copy” and can be
inspection file (see Picture 11). The pdf file of the report can be obtained
used the same way as the original one. You can create a copy in any list of “Current
whenever needed regardless if the inspection is in the “Current Inspections”,
inspections”, “Inspections History” but with no editing in the latter list.
the “Inspections History” or the “Inspections under confirmation” list.
❺ Files: The inspector may review the file(s) that were uploaded for the specific inspection, edit them and add new files (see Picture 10).

Picture 10: File List: The list of all files for the selected inspection are displayed. The files uploaded in this section do not correspond to a specific criterion in the
inspection.

❶

❸

❹

❷

❶ Drag & drop – upload box to add more files in the
inspection. Click “Upload File” to save them

❷ Click on a file to download it. If a new file to be uploaded has the same name with an already uploaded

❸ Click on the “Delete File” button to delete the file.

❹ Information of when the file(s) were created and updated.

one, the most recent, will be automatically saved with an additional extension in the filename as:
“_yyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss” (y=year, m=month, d=day, h=hour, m=minute, s=seconds).

Picture 11: This page offers the inspector with a selection of different Report types depending on his/hers requirements. One may extract a report regardless if
the inspection is concluded or not. Selection of a report prompts to save a pdf file. It cannot be viewed online.

❶

❷

❸

❶ Short Report: (under construction) A “custom made” report that will be developed according to the ISO 17020 for GCSL (Greece) and combines the standardized criteria of
the developed ISO with those of the e-tool, providing the GCSL’s official report format.
❷ Full Report: Full report includes all the answered criteria and the “Remarks/Actions” submitted.
❸ Short Report (only “NO” answers): (under construction) This type of report will include all the criteria that were answered with a “NO”, including the “Remarks/Actions”
submitted.

